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From sub-detectors   to a global detector system.  

Ø Almost all sub-detectors  within eRD have their own standalone 
GEANT4 simulation ( detector geometry descriptions,  material, 
sensitive detector  description, digitization, etc…  as well as a 
reconstruction code…. 

Ø A lot of discussions with  EICUG and eRD20 (software consortia) about  
a common  tools for EIC global detector system, like JLEIC, BEAST, 
etc and HOW to link all activities  within Detector R&D program to this 
global system.   
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History of g4e 

Ø Historically started as a standalone simulation for vertex detector for 
EIC (for open charm search  and  vertex resolution validation), and then 
has been extended  by including other sub-detectors (  straw –tube 
tracker, EMCAL, beam elements, etc….) 

Vertex Outer 
tracker

Calorimeter

C++, standalone GEANT4 

This is not ideal and need some improvements, 
but has all necessary features 
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Structure All sub-detectors have their own class/ 
structure  ( and sub-directory for better 
navigation )

At the moment one could 
define which sub-detector 
include into setup by 
#ifdefined ( Needs to be 
moved to the control 
card!!!) 



One could include parts of 
detector ( here example, vertex 
end-caps)  
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Structure 

One could choose different
Versions of detectors ( 
straw, TPC, all-silicon, etc ) 
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Different designs of sub-detector
Here: 
-Only barrel part of vertex 
det.
-And used also all-Si for 
outer tracker  (10 layers) 

Here: 
-Included  vertex endcaps 
-And used straw-tube 
version for outer tracker 



Each sub-detector has their 
own config structure, with 
parameters which will be 
moved to data-base
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Sub-detector 
configuration/description  

Construct “global” 
volume for Vertex 
detector. Volume, where 
all ladders, structure, etc
will be placed. 
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Define structure of all ladders 

Sub-detector 
configuration/description  
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Sensitive volumes sensitive volumes should be 
added, depending on detector 
type. 
Input from detector 
collaborations is needed ! 
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Digitization Need to discuss how to to 
digitization!  At the moment 
inside Sensitive Det definition. 



New updates from accelerator 
people every day
Test file with all geometrical 
parameters and field gradients 
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Geometry exchange with 
accelerator  



DetectorConstruction in Geant4 
reads this file and create 
volumes with field 
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Geometry exchange with 
accelerator  
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Geometry and Field for magnets   
Global volume
( could be 
converted from 
CAD )

“Iron” 

Magnetic 
field 
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Geometry exchange with 
accelerator  
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Input files  
• Particle GUN

• LUND (Pythia6)

• HEPMC (Pythia8, Herwig) 

• BEAGLE  (in the process 
of being implemented) 
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Conclusion   

https://gitlab.com/jlab-eic/g4e/


